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VIBES + STUFF

THIRDSPACE ACTION LAB + DJ RED-1
PRESENT...

THE COOKOUT
VERZUZ BATTLE: Juneteenth | July 4th

JULY 2020

Follow TSAL on Spotify
July 2020
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MIND
The Intellectual Work

LINKS

- "If true justice and equality are ever to be achieved in the United States, the country must finally take seriously what it owes black Americans." - Nikole Hannah-Jones - The New York Times Magazine
- "Scholar Robin D.G. Kelly on how Today’s Abolitionist Movement Can Fundamentally Change the Country" - Jeremy Scahill - The Intercept
- "Racist monuments are coming down all over the U.S. What should replace them?" - Alex Gray - Fast Company
- "The History That James Baldwin Wanted America to See" - Eddie S. Glaude, Jr. - The New Yorker
- "Black Lives Matter Protests- Mapping Police Violence Across the USA" - Amnesty International
- "A Black Techies View of The Last Two Weeks" - Nakita Austin - People of Color in Tech
- "The Rise & Fall of Racial Capitalism" - Jeremie Greer and Solana Rice - The Forge
- "Waking up to the Realities of Racism in the UK" - Financial Times
- "Jim Crow and America’s Racism Explained" - Hip Hughes - Youtube
- "How to end workplace inequality: Give the working class ownership in your company" - ClevelandOwns - Cleveland Business Journal
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SPIRIT
The Soul Work

LINKS

- "What to My People is the Fourth of July?" - Movement For Black Lives - Instagram
- "Lorna Simpson's Cut-Up Portraits Evoke the Complexity of Identity" - Kate Silzer - Hyperallergic
- "Fortifying Imagination" - Jason Reynolds - On Being
- "On John Coltrane’s “Alabama”" - Ismail Muhammed - The Paris Review
- “Poetic justice: black lives and the power of poetry” - Kadish Morris - The Guardian
- "Breath and Body Work as Anti-Racism Practice" - Living Cities
- "The man and the moon: After race riots in Harlem, William Johnson painted the pain" - Sebastian Smee - The Washington Post
- "A Letter to Black Women on Juneteenth" - Sloan Devereaux Cargill - Lemon-Love
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CONNECTION
The Community Work

WHO TO FOLLOW

INSTAGRAM

- Attention White People - @attnwhitepeople
- Adrienne Maree Brown - @adriennemareebrown
- The Center Cultural Power (Culture Strike) - @culturestrike
- The Movement for Black Lives - @emvmt4blklives
  SIGN UP: https://blacknovember.org/
- BLK MRKT Vintage - @blkmrktvintage
- Annika Hansteen-Izora - @annika.izora
- The Nap Ministry - @thenapministry

TWITTER

- Keeanga-Yamahtta Taylor @KeeangaYamahtta
- The Plug - @tpinsights
- Andre M. Perry - @andreperryedu
- Ethel’s Club - @ethelsclub
- Form No Form @formnoform
- COVIDBlack - @COVIDBLK
- AfroTech - @AfroTech
- PeopleOfColorInTech - @pocintech
- The Schomburg Center - @SchomburgCenter
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RESOURCES
The Experimental Work

LINKS

- "Black-owned restaurants you can support in Northeast Ohio" - Kierra Cotton - WKYC
- "Racial Capitalism: A Reading List" - Haymarket Books
- "11 Terms You Should Know to Better Understand Structural Racism" - Institute Staff - The Aspen Institute
- "Talking About Race" - National Museum of African American History and Culture
- "97 Things White People Can Do for Racial Justice" - Corinne Shutack - Medium
- "Geographies of Racial Capitalism with Ruth Wilson Gilmore - An Antipode Foundation film" - Antipode Foundation
- "Educate Yourself: Online Racial Equity Workshops" - Eventbrite
- "Black Mental Health Matters" - National Alliance on Mental Illness
- "Buy Black" - Cocoa Butter
- "Allies: Intersectionality Race x Gender" - Enlightened Solutions
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REI SCHEDULE 2020 (UPDATED)
Virtual Groundwater Trainings

July 15th (Wed) | 9:00am-12:00pm
August 14th (Fri) | 9:00am-12:00pm
September 14th (Mon) | 9:00am-12:00pm
October 14th (Wed) | 1:00pm-4:00pm
November 20th (Fri) | 9:00am-12:00pm
December 8th (Tue) | 1:00pm-4:00pm

Visit 3rdspaceactionlab.co/2020rei for tickets + more info!
Follow ThirdSpace Action Lab for mo' Soul Food!

Twitter: @3rdSpaceCLE | IG: @3rdspacecle
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